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Restaurante don juan cartagena reservas

Clicking on the restaurant Don Juan EL TIME You have a gift, Juan, told him not to give him the words of the round notice, which currently hangs like a blue, to enter the place. Don Juan is Juan Felipe himself from the menu menu of the decoration of the place, strategic situated on Calle del Colegio,
behind the clock tower, in the historic center of Cartagena. In this menu moment it has 8 hot entries, enters 8 showers, 13 strong dishes, 4 desserts and its most representative dishes and want dishes to seal the grouped, the risotto and the pork trend. The Colombian in his cuisine is in the raw material
before all ribs with cocoon rice, bananas and casava. But he thinks that defining his cooking is tough and typing it. What is fundamental is you are the ingredients as the basis of each creation. Octopus, fish and tray are your favorites. Every day I get seafood from Cartagena or the islands; of meat, I
receive animals from Cordoba and apply techniques I've learned, grilling, grilling and cooking food. From the native Ibagué he nothing is not reflected in his feed, but to the decoration. The lamps with pich bells, banana strip tables, bags and baskets of royal palm and zuncho and shelter are made with
materials and by Tolimense artisan. A meal, an additional conquest of a less electric life, fresh seafood and a new restaurant, Cartagena gave Juan the opportunity a new family. On 8-18, his former restaurant, María Andrea Pinto was hired as an interior decorated. Throughout this work process we were
alone, I came from Ibagué, it came from the Manizals, we started leaving. Then Lorenzo came in (3 years), then we went on to live together and two months ago Thomas was born, the chief sums are up. But they had already met in Canada when he started an English course in Vancouver and ended his
return to Colombia. And through John's brothers, friends Maria Andrea, they contact one another. That said, she never cooked me, until once in my house she made a meal that I will not forget, so she left a cyctic we bought with a cold sadness. 'He really sned me,' she said. By the decoration of Don Juan
basically what Maria Andrea did was like Juan Felipe, what was the most capable. So to achieve harmonious aesthetic enthusiasts in her husband's dreams she gave don Juan the floor pompeire (traditional at some anti-Ooqueña farms and old house Cartageneras); classic French bistro chair; blue ribbon
mattress fabric tolimense amelyholster with cart. Therefore, after an intense process of training, it happened in eight Basque restaurants, as prestigious as Arzak and Bodegón Alejandro, despite it happening just six years ago in Cartagena to face the difficulties of a limited budget, at 33 years old, slowly
and earn authority, she teaches advice and points out a social spelldo. East Coast respetado skin of colleagues are a gold más import: the pretense sun por comes. Sin querer salir jodavía de sucina. REDACION EL TIEMPO 17/03/2010 Ambiance and service were both the most important food was
outstanding! They offered Sea Bass in three variations between these and the Corvino was among the many great menu options. Tiradito de salmón, Ceviche, Sopa de pescado are Pargo al sartén and you are good to go! Awesome location, great service and super fast! Must command crews to crab and
start hooks and shrimp risotto risottoe. Staff would lock doors when tables at fitness, but worth trying to get in for one of the best meals in cartagena. Very doubt there's a bad item on the menu. We left feeling like we were on a cloud (though beautifully probably helped with that). One of Cartagena's best
restaurants. Dishes are made to be shared (family style). Classic Cartagena restaurant seafood. Great menu and everything was delicious. Tuna's teriyaki was an estandoutGreat decor - good food. Feels like a New York restaurant. The seas and lemon risotto were great! Fish with olive oil and lemon,
soups fish, sea fish and chlamy and peas. Octopus apetizer, risotto shrimp, and helicopter lamb. Don't forget the apple spot for dessert. Amazing restaurant alongside her neighbor Maria's brother. Making the coast eye, medium rare! Great start, falafel, banana kroquettesBetter than any ceviche restaurant
in NYC. Not cheap (relatively) but with the money. Go to Brazil! Shrimp with passion fruit cream and roasted robalo is the surprisingly slow beef-tay ground awisome. Mango confusion was particularly great. Take the Mero and Risotto with lemon and parmesan cheese sauce! Eat pretentious, exaggerated
ingredients on fresh seafood. The Octopus was good. Wine list is fine. Very nice place! Excelent food, beautiful people. The ceviche and the pounding was delicious!! Posibly the best food in the city. Try anything. The service and everything was fine... until I get up the next day food poisoning. Probably
because of toys, the only thing that I didn't share with my husband is cheap but Risotto's and shrimp were perfect! Tartar's tuna is pretty good. The rest of the entries we tried was very overwhelming. Certainly the best places in town at this price range. Sea bass and risotto world is insaneLoved of
everything! Will return. Nice place and very good food. Ravioli mushroom was the most delicious ratio! (reservations suggest strongly). little handkerchief, beam. Eat everyone in to watch deliciousGrilled Octopus, Lamb cuttshrimp risotto and deseertsOverrated, the aqueous of the sucks spot, skip this
spot. Best restaurant in Carragena!! Dessert the best I ever ateExcelente atención, una decoración muy tropical chic, set riquíma, superior an ace 3 pm yuvenel shelter laser a laser 7 pm... Recomiendo reserves. Spectacular!! Felicitaciones a Juan Felipe. loss of superior platos level. Colita de langosta,
ribey, rabo to get naked For chocolate dessert cake or flanbeada civil pineappleStupndo from robots and octopus, haunting. Risottos are very good and dessert the apple pie and vanilla ice cream, spectacular is definitely one of the best places to eat in Cartagena. A perfect setting. It's not very economic
but it's a place to know. Entraditas: Crab morleur and grey shrimp with passionate cream.. Tomato and risotto draw with a glass of white wine. Chocolate cake with the best company to finish✨❤�✨Ated entry octopus and bacon in strong dishes toasted salmon and long into the pot, which is delicious,
worth going. The location is beautiful. The staff were very friendly and helpful. Very rich flour. Desserts are real delicious, Crumble and Chocolate Cake the best. Everything was good: fish cream, muscle and shrimp in the first place. The tail of the ox and prawnsAverts are spectacular at the entrance of
um Camar'o as molho de maracujá, prato principal of risoto robalo school. Sensational. Or eat it especially. dark and brown green muscles. Extraordinary places to eat Spanish food and merging in Colombia. An out-of-the-help experience for good food is a magnificent place, varied menus with all
excellent dish flavors and presentations, very nice and clean locations. Definitely an unforgettable experience! Delicious design with risoto tomatoes! Be sure to try the dessert of ice cream piña ice and cocoon and pineapple !!! She's damn!! Log in Page 2... Amazing sea bass and lemon risotto, BBQ
chicken beast that is enfused in the chicken by on top is dead for and melts in your mouth. Juan Gift is the best restaurant in Caratgena ... Period! The food is outstanding. Amazing sea bass and lemon risotto, BBQ chicken beast that is enfused in the chicken by on top is dead for and melts in your mouth.
Lobster with blue crew, the best of my life!! I have eaten here many times never had a bad meal. If you're in Caratgena, this is your first stop on your foot trip. Make sure to make a reservation, it's been sold out a lot. Page 3 Login of Cartagena is featuring the Donjuán restaurant please speak them at the
most requested dine in Colombia. Its concept is a mixture between a Caribbean restaurant and a bistro. It is located in a Republican-style building, which recreates a special atmosphere thanks to its inner decorations. The local seafood brothers, Colombian meat and the unrivalled range of vegetables
and fruits in our country make the work easier for the chef who propose accidents and fresh cuisine to achieve simple combinations. Salads, sear, bottles and risotos complement Donjuán's menu. Since 2009 he started his story at the Wall City and along with chef juan Felipe Camacho's desire to make a
difference and write their own stories to take out the best flavors of each without need to be precious vessels. It is an ideal place for celebration and reception in Cartagena, in addition to you will have these commitments to these experts in food management and inexcusable creation, and a first class



service. Our restriction in different scenarios of Cartagena we make it and our most qualified service staff make your marriage a success. Over 5 years of experience in evntos of up to 800 people gives us peace of mind so that the marriage goes as you dream and also that you have nothing to worry
about before, during and after it. We take care of all food and drinks services here in Cartagena or in the city of your choice. We make the Menu according to your budget and your personal taste, we design the menu and each wedding is unique and special
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